
 

School Closure Learning Planner 

 

Class: Year 5 

Week beginning: 22.02.2021 

A message from my teacher: 

Hi Year 5,  

We hope you enjoyed your half term and are excited for our new theme ‘Stargazers’. 

Don’t forget our email addresses are: Turquoise@queenborough.kent.sch.uk / Indigo@queenborough.kent.sch.uk  

 

Mr Hyett & Mrs Limb 

 

Subject: Learning Objective: Activity: Guidance: Key resources: 

Grammar & 

Punctuation 

To be able to 

understand apostrophes 

for plural possession.  

Can you work your way through the Oak Academy lesson 

video, pausing it as you are asked to and completing the 

activities? 

Go to: 

https://www.thenatio

nal.academy/ 

 > Lessons -> Subjects 

-> Key Stage 2 -> 

English Grammar -> 

‘T3 Punctuation Level 

Objectives’ -> Lesson 

3 ‘To introduce 

apostrophes for 

plural possession’ 

https://classroom.thenational.acad

emy/lessons/to-explore-using-

apostrophes-for-plural-possession-

cgvk2d 

Grammar & 

Punctuation 

To be able to revise our 

understanding of simple 

and compound 

sentences. 

Can you work your way through the Oak Academy lesson 

video, pausing it as you are asked to and completing the 

activities? 

Go to: 

https://www.thenatio

nal.academy/ 

 -> Lessons -> 

Subjects -> Key 

Stage 2 -> English 

Grammar -> T1: 

Sentence Level 

objectives – Lesson 1 

– Simple & Compound 

Sentences 

https://classroom.thenational.acad

emy/units/t1-sentence-level-

objectives-aab1 
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Reading 1 To engage with a text.  Can you work your way through the Oak Academy lesson 

video, pausing it as you are asked to and completing the 

activities? 

Go to: 

https://www.thenatio

nal.academy/ 

 -> Lessons -> 

Subjects -> Key 

Stage 2 -> English> 

King of the Sky – 

Lesson 1  

 

https://classroom.thenational.acad

emy/units/king-of-the-sky-by-

nicola-davies-56dc 

 

 

Reading 2 To be able to answer 

questions on a text.  

Can you work your way through the Oak Academy lesson 

video, pausing it as you are asked to and completing the 

activities? 

Go to: 

https://www.thenatio

nal.academy/ 

 -> Lessons -> 

Subjects -> Key 

Stage 2 -> English> 

King of the Sky – 

Lesson 2  

 

https://classroom.thenational.acad

emy/units/king-of-the-sky-by-

nicola-davies-56dc 

Reading 3 To be able to answer 

questions on a text. 

Can you work your way through the Oak Academy lesson 

video, pausing it as you are asked to and completing the 

activities? 

Go to: 

https://www.thenatio

nal.academy/ 

 -> Lessons -> 

Subjects -> Key 

Stage 2 -> English> 

King of the Sky – 

Lesson 3 

 

https://classroom.thenational.acad

emy/units/king-of-the-sky-by-

nicola-davies-56dc 

Literacy  Our lessons will be live on Zoom for home learning. 

Turquoise – 9.30-11am  

Indigo – 1.30-3.00pm  

Mathematics Our lessons will be live on Zoom for home learning. 

Turquoise – 9.30-11am  

Indigo – 1.30-3.00pm 

Theme 1 To be able to use 

relevant scientific 

vocabulary. 

Use an assortment of scientific resources, such as books, 

websites, video clips and animations, to find out about the 

Solar System, including which planets are Jovian (gaseous) 

or terrestrial (rocky). Decide how to organise and record 
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their findings, perhaps using bullet points, notes, lists, 

diagrams, drawings and mind maps. Share their findings 

with others in the class, working together to propose 

questions for further research. Record 10 facts about 

the Solar System. 

 

Theme 2 Describe the Sun, Earth 

and Moon as 

approximately spherical 

bodies and use this 

knowledge to 

understand the phases 

of the Moon and 

eclipses. 

Work in groups or as a family to explore the size and 

scale of the Solar System, including the Sun. Using a 

range of spherical items of different scales, research the 

size of each planet and then work out which item might 

best represent it. Taking the items outside, measure out 

and place the planets at the correct distance from the 

Sun. 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v

=HEheh1BH34Q 

 

Theme 3 Use the idea of Earth's 

rotation to explain day 

and night, and the Sun's 

apparent movement 

across the sky. 

Use a bright light, such as an LED torch, to represent the 

Sun and a globe to demonstrate the cycle from night to 

day. Place a sticker on the UK and see what happens as 

the Earth spins on its axis. Use their model to make a 

stop motion video demonstrating an Earth day. Use the 

web to see live video footage from worldwide city 

locations or have live webchats with friends or family in 

other countries. 

Note: Do not look directly into bright LED light. 

Day and night are caused by the rotation of the Earth 

around its axis. The tilt of the Earth’s axis is what gives 

us our seasons and changes the lengths of our days as the 

year progresses. The BBC Teach website has some 

excellent film clips which illustrate these concepts. 

 

 https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class

-clips-video/the-changing-

seasons/zh4rkmn 

 

Practical Resources: 

• LED torch 

• Globe 

• Small sticker 

• Stop motion video 

equipment 

• Computers or tablets 

 

Theme 4 Explain why an aspect 

of world history is 

significant. 

Meet Galileo Galilei, hailed as the father of modern 

observational astronomy. Find out about his life and work 

and, in particular, his discovery of sunspots on the Sun. 

Explain why this discovery was so significant and 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v

=K5vezYaOpC4 
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controversial at the time. Present information using a 

portrait of the man at the centre of a mind map. 

 

PSHE 

To be able to identify 

hazards in the home.  

Work your way through the Oak Academy lesson video, 

pausing it as you are asked and completing the activities.  

There is even a quiz at the end! 

https://www.thenatio

nal.academy/ 

 -> Lessons -> 

Subjects -> Key 

Stage 2 -> PSHE-> 

Keeping Safe -> 

Lesson 2 – Hazards in 

the home 

https://classroom.thenational.acad

emy/lessons/hazards-in-the-home-

6mt68c 

Theme 5 Improvise and move 

with precision, control 

and fluency in response 

to a range of stimuli. 

Find out what an orrery is and what it demonstrates. 

Working in groups or as a family, become a human orrery, 

choreographing different planetary motions, such as the 

Moon around the Earth, the moons around Jupiter and the 

planets around the Sun. Make sure that the movement 

sequence is scientifically correct and use a range of 

equipment to add interest and scale. 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v

=ld8MjmCSW4g 

 


